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Abstract—Energy is a commodity used worldwide, representing a vital input for social and economic development. Due to
continuous growth, energy demand has increased. Solutions have
been proposed in order to satisfy the increase in demand, often
implying the increase of capacity of the power mix. Meanwhile,
current issues concerning climate change and fossil fuels depletion has moved attention towards cleaner ways to produce
energy. This trend facilitated the breakthrough of renewable
technologies. Since then, support policies have promoted the
large deployment of renewables, without considering enough the
improvements made in the energy saving field. Indeed, little
attention has been paid to implement energy efficiency measures,
which has resulted in scenarios where expedients for a wise
use of energy (e.g. energy savings and renewables share) are
unbalanced. The aim of this paper is to review and evaluate
international experiences on finding the optimal trade-off between efficiency improvements and additional renewable energy
supply. A critical review of each technique, focusing on purposes,
methodology and outcomes, is provided along with a review of
tools adopted for the analyses. The models are categorized and
presented according to their main characteristics (e.g. bottomup/top-down model, regional/national analysis, partial/general
equilibrium, static/dynamic model). The results of this paper
provide, to the decision-makers, informations useful to identify a
suitable analysis for investigate on the optimal trade-off between
renewables and energy efficiency measures in energy-systems
under different objectives.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The enlargement of the energy sector in the past years
brought a new problem since the green-house gases (GHG)
emission related with energy production began to affect the
environment, leading to global complications [1]. Various
measurements and policies have been developed since then
and, in vision of an international recognized effort, the Annex I
countries signed the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 [2]. The recurrent
issues concerning climate change and fossil fuels depletion
has thus moved attention towards cleaner ways to produce
energy. Among all, two valid solutions for reducing CO2
emissions have been identified as the most relevant: energy
efficiency improvements (EE) and generation by renewable
energy sources (RES) [3]. The European Commission already
acknowledge the positive contribution of EE and RES policies
in the fight against GHG emissions identifying the measures

as “no regret options for transforming the energy system [4]”
when analyzing future scenarios for the year 2030 [5]. In
vision of a greener future, different studies have analyzed (with
diverse goals and perspectives) the potential of implementing
RES and EE in the energy systems [6]–[8]. Results often
show that the implemented support policies have promoted
large deployment of renewables, without considering enough
improvements made in the energy saving field. Indeed, less attention has been paid to implement energy efficiency measures
in energy systems modeling, which has resulted in scenarios
where expedients for a wise use of energy (e.g. energy savings
and RES’ share) are unbalanced and cost-savings opportunities
are missed [8]–[10]. The causes of this non-perfect scenarios
are to be found in the interactions and integrations among
these measures. Even though synergies among RES and energy
efficiency are commonly acknowledged [11]–[14], the tradeoff among them is still an un-explored field. Many studies
have been investigating on future energy systems based 100%
on renewable sources [15]–[17], as well as scenarios where
energy efficiency measures contributes to GHG reduction and
reduce energy demand [18]–[20]. However, just few studies
have been focusing on the simultaneous implementation of
policies regarding EE and RES in energy systems models and
analyze their trade off. The aim of this paper is to review
and evaluate the international experiences on the integration
of energy efficiency measures and additional RES supply in
the energy system. The screened studies have been analyzed
focusing on the different techniques, purposes, methodology
and outcomes. Moreover, the tools used for the analyses have
been categorized and presented according to their main characteristics. The article aims at being useful as: starting point for
those not familiar with the topic, benchmark for authors who
already deals with it, and as a guidance for decision makers in
the process of identifying a suitable analysis to investigate on
the optimal trade-offs under different objectives. The article is
structured as follows: Section II refers to the classification
of the models and the studies selected. In Section III the
categories previously introduced are used as a starting point
to discuss the classification provided. Section IV summarize
on the findings, concludes on the topic and suggests future
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development on the matter.
II. C LASSIFICATION OF THE STUDIES ACCORDING TO THE

Table I
A NALYSIS OF THE TOOLS
Tool

Analytical
approach

Mathematical
approach

Equilibrium

Model

ENPEP BALANCE [29]
MASTER.SO [30]
IOCM [31]
EnergyPLAN GenOpt [32]
Remap 2030 [33]

Top-down

Non linear

Yes

-

Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Bottom-up

Linear
Linear
Linear

Partial
Yes
Partial

Static
Static
Static

Spreadsheet
based
Top-down
Hybrid
Bottom-up

-

Yes

-

Non linear
Linear
Linear

Partial
Partial
Yes

Static
Dynamic
Dynamic

Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Bottom-up
Bottom-up

Linear
Linear
Linear
Linear
Non linear
Non linear

Yes
Yes
Partial
Partial
Partial
Partial

Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Static
Static
Static

CATEGORIES

Before starting the analysis, a clarification is reported on the
difference between synergy and trade off, energy efficiency
and energy savings since the terms are often misconceived.
There can be synergy between two factors when their combined effect is greater (or smaller) than the sum of their
separate effects [21]; on the other hand the trade-off refers to
a method of reducing or forgoing one or more desirable outcomes in exchange for increasing or obtaining other desirable
outcomes in order to maximize the total return or effectiveness
under given circumstances [22]. Furthermore energy efficiency
refers to the technical ratio between the quantity of primary or
final energy consumed and the maximum quantity of energy
service obtainable (heating, lighting, cooling,...), while energy
savings implies the reduction of final energy consumption,
through energy efficiency improvements or behavioral change
[23]. For the trade-off investigation, both energy savings and
energy efficiency concepts were considered.

PRIME 2007 [34]
MESSAGE [35]
MARKAL TIME [36]
MARKAL [36]
MDDH [37]
TIMES [38]
IRP [39]
IRSP [40]
IRSP [41]

A. Models
The tools adopted in the different analyses cover a wide
range of characteristics. Those considered most relevant were
used to categorize the models. The focus of the analysis will
thus be on the analytical and mathematical approach selected
when formulating the problem and writing the equations, on
the type of resulting equilibrium and on the interfacing with
the model’s runtime (i.e. dynamicity). The results are reported
in Table I where the models are listed in order of appearance
in the studies presented in Table II (i.e. ENPEP-BALANCE
is used in [24], MASTER.SO in [8], and so on...). Plenty of
other models’ features could be investigated and discussed.
However, the aim of this section is not to report a full and
complete description of the models along with their features,
but rather to highlight the most relevant for the paper. For a
thorough description of the models investigated, readers can
refer to reviews about energy system models [25]–[28].
B. Breaking down the studies
Despite the fact that some authors used the same model
to perform the studies (e.g. MARKAL for studies [9], [10]),
the reasons for the investigations were different. Therefore, the
studies were analyzed according to selected criteria: purpose of
the study, methodology, results evaluation and conclusions of
the studies. The results are reported in Table II. The intention
of the categorization is to:
•
•
•
•

investigate on the reasons of the studies
understand the methodology towards the final goal
highlight the different ways to evaluate the results
discuss and reflects on the final findings.

The findings are used for the discussion that follows, where
results are then examined identifying common characteristics.

III. O UTCOMES : COMPARISON AND ASSESSMENT
A. Models
Following the categorization reported in Table I the results
are here commented. A common factor that joins together all
models is the optimization methodology, certainly related to
the nature of the final goals of each analysis. Only one model
(MDDH) deals with stochasticity. The reasons being that the
model deals with an electrical power system with strong hydro
generation, thus requiring stochastic techniques to deal with
the uncertainties in the water-streamflows [37], [46]. Most of
the models are bottom-up, one is hybrid (i.e. combines both
top-down and bottom-up approach) and two are top-down.
Usually, models referred as top-down emphasize economywide features, while bottom-up focus more on sectorial and
technological details. The choice of bottom-up models for the
analyses is thus in line with the goal of most of the research
questions: investigating possible configurations of future energy systems. Depending on the degree of complexity of the
analysis on the objective to optimize, the models were classified as linear and non linear. While the theoretical difference
among the two methods is commonly acknowledged, it was
found that those models which presented non linearity were either considering a multi-objective optimization approach [40],
[41], considering non-linear cost supply curves of resources
used in power generation [12] or including non linear modules
while solving the optimization [24](e.g. BALANCE module
for ENPEP [29]). The models are also classified according
to the feature of static or dynamic modelling, where the
main difference lies in the fact that a dynamic model is, in
general, a model describing the state evolution of a system
over time while a static model has a time independent view

Comparison on the costs of achieving CO2 reduction level through RES or EE support (EXPOST analysis)

Describe, investigate and prove CO2 mitigation
measures within Chinese energy power system
on the demand and supply side

Planning of sustainable national energy system
under EU2030 policy framework (27 % primary
energy reduction, 27% RES in final energy consumption, 40% CO2 emission reduction)
Doubling the rate of improvements in EE and the
share of RES in the selected countries’ energy
mix

MASTER.SO [8]

[31]

EnergyPLAN- [7]
GenOpt

Compute and demonstrate RES contribution to
the Europe’s 2020 EE targets

Synergies between climate change mitigation
and energy related objectives for sustainable
development.

Analysis of the influence of EE and RES programs and policies in the development of the
energy system (energy security, diversification,
economic competitiveness, CO2 mitigation)

Determination of policies guidelines and interventions in the Indian power sector in order to
follow a sustainable development path.

Calculate the cost of investments and CO2
emissions in electricity generation facilities
that can be avoided implementing EE policies/measurements
Analysis of the impact of DSM options (e.g
EE measures, dynamic demand response) in a
closed system characterised by high RES penetration
Analysis on the DSM options’ (EE improvements) implications for capacity expansion planning in power sector (considering rebound effect)
Assessment of IRSP performances against IRP
models on the integration of EE measures
in the Chinese power sector (maximum economic/social benefit return, minimum resource
input
Comparison among power planning pathways
under different policies for the promotion of
EEP and RES

PRIME2007 [12]

[42]

[9]

[10]

[43]

[44]

[45]

[40]

[41]

MESSAGE

MARKALTIME

MARKAL

MDDH

TIMES

IRP

IRSP

IRSP

Remap2030 [13]

IOCM

Purpose of the study
Analysis of GHG mitigation options

Study
Model
[24]
ENPEPBALANCE

Power supply and demand costs minimization through optimization of resources, demand and supply side (external, internal and
popularization costs included)

Cost-effectiveness choice maximization optimizing the equilibrium between conventional/RES plants and efficiency power
plants

System-cost minimization, both for demand
and supply side, while adhering to constraints.

Comparative
analyses
scenarios:
Cost/emissions savings evaluation in
an energy systems highly based on
uncertainties
Minimization of investments and operation
costs of RES sources with different DSM
options acting on energy demand

Determination of the least-cost pattern
of technology investments and utilization
(comparative analysis) in order to calculate
the resulting pollutants

Simulation-based optimization: minimization of the system costs, adequately discounted over planning horizon, while satisfying constraints.

Formulation and evaluation of alternative
energy supply strategies according with constraints implemented

Assessment of the contribution of RES
through the Primary Energy Method. Scenarios comparison analysis.

Simulation-based optimization: minimize
the cost of the system for optimal energy policy mix implementation under constraints
Identification of measures to fulfill SE4all
and RES objectives, study of SYNERGIES
and TRADE OFF from deploying EE and
RES simultaneously

Multiobjective optimization: cost-effective
optimal plan of energy supply/demand side
investments

Methodology
Simulation-based
optimization:
costefficient energy scenario to mitigate GHG
emissions
Maximize energy system sustainability (i.e.
least cost-environmental energy supply options) while satisfying model’s constraints

• RES energy supply and end-use EE useful to achieve low
stabilization target • stronger focus on EE leads to lower
system costs, exclusion of supply side plants from mitigation
portfolio
• EE case shows the greatest CO2 reduction with the lowest
system costs • EE and RES case shows better results for
CO2 emission reduction, however with higher system cost

• RES clearly contributes to the EE targets • DSM measures
can hinder the development of RES (binding targets problem)

• Optimal combination of economically justified RES and
EE measures • Low market price imply no participation of
the RES w/o subsidies • EE economic potential exist even
without the EU2030 targets
• RES strategies reduce primary energy • EE polices lower
energy demand and increase share of RES • Synergies reduce
demand growth up to 25% • Trade-off needed to avoid hinder
of RES deployment by EE policies

• DSM and smart grid operation leads to environmental
enhancements • EE and RES planned measures won’t be
enough to reach the final target

• DSM dominates RES support if the emission reduction at
minimum cost is the only concern • DSM measures facilitate
the investments in RES • RES are anyway required in vision
of a fully decarbonised energy sector

Conclusions of the study
• CO2 mitigation measures investigated leads to reduction
in energy demand and CO2 emission

Capacity installed, pathway of resource allocation

Capacity installed and
avoided,
emissions’
savings, total system costs

• The share of efficiency power plants selected decrease,
when considering the popularization costs • Non linear IRSP
pathways provide a better representation of the real supply
curve

• IRSP model performs better then IRP due to the better
integration of efficiency and conventional power plant

• Least cost-effective actions on CO2 emissions and demand
reduction lies on EE measures • RES will cover up to 25% of
the system and will contribute to the CO2 emission reduction
• EE and RES combined leads to the best achievements in
terms of CO2 emission reduction
Energy and CO2 emis• EE investments are preferable to RES investments
sions savings
• Increase of EE policies reduce energy system’s operating
costs • Additional EE measures implementation still cheaper
than new RES project (already selected)
RES capacity installed,
• DSM stategies delay the investments in RES in the system
energy production by
and improve the operation of already existing plants
source, automation of
domestic machines
Avoided capacity, avoided
• Cost-effective selected DSM measures reduce the CO2
emissions (CO2 , NOx, emissions • Rebound effects considered will reduce the
SO2)
savings

Energy
related
investments,
Policy
costs, CO2 price, GHG
concentration
Energy system costs, primary energy supply, new
power capacity, final energy consumption, CO2
emissions
CO2 emissions, RES and
efficiency power plants
(EEP) installed capacity

% decrease in primary energy, % increase in RES
share, % decrease in CO2
emissions
CO2 emissions avoided,
RES share in power generation and TFEC, energy savings in TFEC and
TPES
Primary energy savings,
cost of DSM measures

System costs (for each
sector), economic savings
for each scenario, CO2
emissions,
capacity
installed
Capacity installed, CO2
mitigation of virtual energy

Assessment of the results
USD/tCO2 , Tg CO2 emitted

Table II
A NALYSIS OF THE STUDIES REVIEWED

of a system [47]. Among all the models considered, only
MARKAL, MESSAGE and MDDH considered a dynamic
mathematical approach; all the other, for a matter or simplicity,
considered a static approach. Concerning the final equilibrium
in the markets, the tools can be categorized according to the
level of inspection. When the aim is to investigate the changes
in a particular sector without considering the interaction of this
last with the whole system then the model will be classified as
partial equilibrium. On the other hand, a model will be labeled
as general equilibrium if the assumption is that every market
has an effect on every other market and therefore a change in
one market may result in changes in another market. A close
observation of the results reported in Table I shows that there is
a fair split between the two categories, thus implying that half
of the studies has been focusing entirely on a sector (i.e. energy
sector), while the others investigated the goals considering the
changes in different sectors and the interactions among them.
B. Studies
The studies selected were investigated according to the
selected criteria previously introduced. The resulting considerations from the results in Table II are here remarked. The
purposes can be divided in three categories: (1) GHG/CO2
mitigation options investigation, (2) targets fulfillment study
and (3) analysis of policies and programs development. According to this division, the studies [8], [24], [31] belongs
to the first category, [7], [12], [13] to the second, while the
remaining to the third (see Table II). Concerning the technique
adopted, due to the nature of the models and the way the problems were mathematically formulated, almost all the studies
follow the “system operation/investments-cost minimization
while adhering to constraints” approach. Besides, the policies
objectives are implemented as constraints on the different
variables under investigation. The results of the analysis are
assessed with different indicators, usually related with the
focus of the analysis. Among the most employed there are:
decrease in primary energy (due to energy savings), increase
in RES share, CO2 emission levels, new capacity investments
as well as policy cost, cost of emission reduction, energy
system costs, economic savings and CO2 avoided. Regarding
the conclusions of the studies, the findings point to similar
outcomes. Among the most supported, there are the following:
• EE measures are the most cost-effective options for CO2
reduction in energy systems
• EE measures should be implemented first, RES after
• RES energy supply and end-use EE is the best combination to achieve low system energy costs and high CO2
reduction (however, with higher system prices)
• Synergies between RES and EE are commonly acknowledged, while trade-offs are still well not defined
• Attention must be paid to the rebound effect since it can
decrease the savings (economic, energy and emissions)
• EE measures imply popularization costs (necessary to
spread the knowledge) that can hinder their development.
In support, an analysis performed on the Spanish sector
[8], reported that if the reduction of emissions at a minimum

cost is the only concern, implementing EE measures would
led to almost 5 mileof savings (both in RES promotion and
to meet the reduced demand). Moreover, on the interaction
between EE-RES, the EE measures can act both positively
and negatively. In the short term, the increase of EE measures
leads to a decrease of the energy demand, thus increasing the
share of RES in the system and fostering their use [48]. In the
long term, the additional measures towards efficiency hinder
and delay RES deployment, since the reduced energy demand
is already covered by a well balanced energy system [12], [44].
Different studies have already acknowledge the significance of
the rebound effect and popularization costs when analyzing EE
implementation in energy systems [49]–[51]. The magnitude is
usually estimated in a range between 0% and 30% (rebound)
[52] and 20% (popularization) [41] of the savings gained, thus
making both of them essential factors to consider in analyses
of energy system highly based on EE. Nevertheless, a proper
mix of measures on both demand and supply is necessary in
order to gain significant emission reduction [53]. Hence both
EE and RES are necessary. The challenge then is to coordinate
support policies in order to achieve the desired result at the
lowest cost.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
When planning future development of the energy system it
is important to focus on the trade off between energy efficiency
improvements and additional renewable energy supply. The
reasons lies on economical and environmental benefits that
can be gained by such investigation. The trade-off can be
found to be different from system to system depending on
the structure of the already existing energy system, on the
availability of RES sources/EE measures and on the potential
of implementation of such. Thus contextualization is an important factor when comparing different trade-offs outcomes.
The goal of the paper was to analyze studies that investigated
on the trade-off between RES and EE. The selected studies
along with the models used were split in categories. The
features of the tools were found to be different according to
the kind of investigation performed. Concerning the studies,
the analysis highlighted that the purposes could be gathered
in three categories (GHG/CO2 mitigation options investigation,
targets fulfillment study and analysis of policies development).
Moreover, all the studies point toward a path of integration
between RES and EE measures. A trade-off is nonetheless
necessary in order not to hinder the development of the RES.
Finally, just few studies were found to be focusing entirely on
finding the optimal trade-off, highlighting the lack of examples
in the literature about the topic. Questions like “what should
be the share of RES and EE in the system, given a pre-defined
goal” and “which technologies/measures are more suitable to
cover the share for each system” should be answered by these
kind of studies. Future works of future modelers should thus
strength the focus on finding the trade-off (RES-EE) for each
of the investigated systems. The results of these analysis will
lead to shape future energy systems towards configurations
where expedients for a wise use of energy will be balanced.
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